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Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio
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Regents budget increase draws criticism
By GEORGIA FOSTER
Staff Writer

TOUGH SKIING- Mark Walker, a construction
worker on the Science Lecture Hall, tried out
the University Ski slope on the east edge of cam-

pus. Skiing, however, has boon mad* difficult
by the strong west winds which have blown much
of the snow off the slope.

Panhel rush night Sunday
Panhellenlc Council announced
that Rush Information Nleht is Sunday, January 19, tor women interested in rushing third quarter.
At this meeting in the Dogwood
Suite, at 6 p.m., two active members o/ the Inner Sorority Pledge
Council will speak about their
pledge obligations and the requirements of a sororltv. There are
approximately 100 places available
for pledges. Representatives from
each house will be present to
answer questions.
Panhellenlc Council at its meeting also discussed how to Judge
the newly-required Charity as part
of the criteria for winning the
All-Greek trophy.
Suggestions
were: the house which donated
the most money; the best booth
in the Charities Carnival; or the
two categories combined, financial
and best booth, aud giving points
for both. Nothing was decided.
In other business, the After
Hours party, where one house

hosts another, will be after midnight, January 23.
A Phi Mu representative reminded the women about their

1. The state to subsidize 75 per
cent of the out-of-state students

Dated directory
from 1st quarter
ready tomorrow
The long awaited student dirdirectories, will be available to
students tomorrow.
The directories which were to
be ready last quarter were held
up due to the reprogrammlng of
an IBM 360 computer.
The directories will list students'
and faculty members' names, addresses, telephone numbers, and
home towns along with other pertinent campus information.
All of the Information pertains
to last quarter, so If you have
moved since first quarter you won't
be receiving many telephone calls.

Deadline exteided
Because of changed schedule having to do with the
quarter system, the deadline
for filing applications to participate in Bowling Green's
German - American exchange
scholarship program for 19691970, has been extended to Jan.
17.
Anyone Interested in competing for this scholarship
should contact the office of International Programs In Johnston Hall.

Federal food stamp program
helps needy University students
By RICH BERGEMAN
Staff Writer
Tiure are currently only 19 University students receiving food
stamps from the Wood County Division of the Food Stamp Program,
and a talk with Mrs. Pamela M.
Westman, caseworker for the program, has raised the question,
"Why aren't there more?"
The Federal Food Stamp Program, which has been in effect

Slick streets signal trouble
The bad weather which hit Bowling Green last week has caused a
number of accidents, according to
campus security. Parking services
report no considerable Increase in
Illegal parking resulting from the
snow.
Numerous damage accidents
caused by carelessness and failure
to slow down on ley, campus roads,
have been reported by University
police.
A high-risk intersection, especially during University sports events was said to be the Yount Road
— Ridge Street crossing, according
to Officer Melvin Jones, campus
security. Two damage accidents
occurred at that intersection last
Wednesday after a hockey game,
when students crossing Yount Road
failed to heed directions from traf-

sorority's Marathon Hope project
and their search for anyone talented who Is interested In being in
their program Friday, January 24.

Last Friday, the Ohio Board of
Regents met in Columbus to vote
on the proposed Increase in the
budget of the state university system. The Increase was named for
$141 million
more
than the
$325,284,824.00 budget for the 196769 biennlum.
Dr. William T. Jerome in said
that the increase, coupled with rising student fees will be adaquate
In terms of the total number of
dollars. What Dr. Jerome objects
to Is the source of these dollars:
the students.
Elton Ringer, business manager for the University, said that
fees for the Ohio student will probably be going up about $50 per quarter for next year. For out-of-state
students, this raise is nearly doubled. However, Ringer added,
the price hike is only a proposal
now in front of the Board of Trus
tees; nothing has been finalized
as yet.
Dr. Kenneth McFall, university
vice-president, said that It Is
"necessary for increased state
support If we are to maintain the
quality in our existing programs
and expand the curriculum.
"However, the budget proposed
to the State Legislature by the Ohio
Board of Regents recommends that
a part of this increased support. ..
be generated from Increased fees
to be charged of students."
Not only that, but state support
for out-of-state students is gradually being withdrawn, said Dr.
Jerome. This means that "out-ofstate fees will go up tremendously."
Dr. Jerome complained about
having "to
compromise what
shouldn't be compromised." The
State Board of Regents budget included a compromise on the state
subsidy for out-of-state students.
It calls for:

in 1969-70,
2. 50 per cent of the out-of-state
stud jnts in 1970-71, and
3. beginnintfwith the 1971-73 biennlum, the state subsidy for out-ofstate students would be limited to
not more than five per cent of
the total student undergraduate
enrollment.
Ringer said that even wlcl:
the Increase in student fees for
out-of-state students, there would
probably be no serious effect on
our enrollment.

fic patrolmen.
One pedestrian accident was reported by campus security. An
unidentified coed was taken to the
University Health Center after falling on Ice In front of the Union,
according to Spencer T. Calcamugtlo, chief of campus security.
Parking services reported a decrease In the number of parking
tickets Issued following the storm.
Some faculty lots were filled and
automobiles were Illegally parked,
but tickets were not Issued unless
they were parked In a fire lane
or obstructing traffic, according
to John Gibson, superintendent of
parking services.
The snow has resulted In a loss
of 15 to 25 per cent of available
parking spaces, because the markings are covered, Gibson said.

in Wood County since April, 1968,
was never Intended for college
students when It was initiated by
the government. Since the start of
the national program, students have
been taking advantage of the fact
that the eligibility requirements
rather unexpectedly Include some
of the college crowd.
Because of the fact that students
at O.S.U. In Franklin County used
the stamps, Mrs. Westman was
expecting more business from
Bowling Green students than she
has actually received.
She is, however, in sympathy with
the students. "I feel that they
should have them" she remarked.
"There are some that I don't think
need them, but then there are those
having a hard time such as married
students who are trying to get
through school and support a family, too."
"A lot of the men that apply are
just trying to be smart. In the beginning It was more opportunism
than need that brought students
here. Now it's more need."
According to Mrs. Westman,
there are a "lot of rumors goliu.
around about the stamps." One o:
them, she said, was that student:
think that the government gives
them the stamps out right, which
isn't true. The program works on
a "bonus system"—the applicant

pays so much each month and receives food stamps worth a certain amount over and above what
he paid. The general bonus for students is between $6 and $26.
"The Welfare Department checks
on birthdays and bank accounts, rent
receipts and everything else to
make sure the information given to
them is correct
The federal government also
checks Into cases and is especially careful to check all student
cases.
As far as the actual requirements for eligibility set by the
government are concerned, each of
the cases must be Individually considered. There are some universal
limitations, however, and the basic one is that the applicant must
live off campus and have cooking
facilities which he uses.
Each apartment Is then considered as one case, and If eligible,
one set of stamps Is granted, with
one or two of the roommates authorized to do all of the purchasing for the apartment.
"What rules out of apartment
plans is that there Is one financially Independent student in the
group that makes everybody Ineligible," said Mrs. Westman.
Another stumbling block Is the
fact that students under 21 years
old must have written parental permission, and many parents refuse

to grant it because they don't want
their children associated with government welfare, she said.
"That's another common misconception," she said. "The Food
Stamp Program Is In no way connected with the U.S. Department of
Welfare, but rather Is an agricultural program. Unfortunately, many
people are prevented from benefiting from the program because of
this. They're too pround to be on
welfare, and they think this is a
welfare function."
In the opinion of the manager
of the Kroger store, food stamps
are not a big business in this
area. He estimated that only 2
or 3 per cent of his business,
at the most, is Involved in food
stamps.
number of students on food stamps
is that they just don't know about
them.
Most of those who have
them now learned of the program
through word-of-mouth.
The advertising campaign conducted by Mrs. Westman is aimed
at the general public, with no effort
made to publicize to the students
at the University per se.
"It's not publicized to students,
although there is no discouragement to students," she added.
There Is no quota of cases for
Wood County, she said. "Any student found eligible would receive
stamps."
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Autonomy needed
The news of a significant budget increase for the state universities in Ohio is certainly to be looked upon as a good thing,
even if it does mean a large raise in tuition.
The Board of Regents and the state legislature seem to be
finally recognizing that education is perhaps the most important
thing the state has to offer, and we think now is the time to take
steps to guarantee the state universities will never lack operating funds.
Under the present system, every state university must submit
a detailed budget to the Board of Regents and the state legislature for approval. It is a rare occurrence when a budget is
approved without many cuts and revisions by state legislators
who know very little about the needs of Bowling Green or any
other state university.
The only people who know what's good for Bowling Green are
those persons who are concerned with it directly and have to
suffer the consequences when everything is not as it should be:
the students, faculty, and administration.
These three groups alone should decide how money is going tc
be spent here. Political appointees such as a Board of Trustees
or a Board of Regents usually know very little about higher education. They are totally unnecessary.
State legislators, likewise, are usually ignorant of trends in
education and shouldn't have anything to say about something
they don't know anything about.
The solution is a totally autonomous university, which is not
exposed to the vagaries of politics in Columbus and which has
a guaranteed source of income with which to operate.
Decisions about money spending should be made by the students, faculty, and administration in concert. These people know
what is best for the university, and they will not take this added
responsibility lightly, because their future sucess in life depends
to large extent upon what happens here.
Most of the problems in our educational system today could be
cured if the persons who are affected by the university were the
ones who made the decisions about it.
Autonomy and independence would help create a meaningful
educational environment, one of the most necessary reforms if
the United States is to rise above the dilemma she is now confronted with.
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(Editor's note: Steven Fey is a
lophmore in the College of Liberal
Arts from Tiffin, Ohio.)

By STEVEN FEY
Student Columnist
"Let's hear it for Bowling Green:
Three cheers for the educational
center of Ohio! Think of the opportunities for development and
growth hers ~ of the unlimited
flow of Ideas between students and
the enlightened administration. And
If that Is not enough, Just think
of the social environment found
here: the top name entertainers,
the ample number of good bars,
the excellent on-campus facll-

too democratic society. That this ory Committee arrives at a grea'
big new way out: to ease Its
realisation has been so long In
is a 1967 graduate of Bowling
coming speaks brutally of the ubi- pulsing conscience, the white popquitous Christian myth that has so ulace will now stand ceremoniousGreen now living in Detroit.
long pervaded the white populace. ly and cheer the nearest living
This column was submitted by
Strange, that America's black Negro. Yes, one might call that
mail, and give* a perceptive
people have been acutely aware "way out."
Meanwhile, In ghettos everyof this caste all along, and at
insight to prevailing attitudes
where, thousands of hippies are
this
stage
of
our
calamitous
game
in the black ghettoes.)
are so far ahead of Whltey that busily recoiling In righteous InBy JAN MCREYNOLDS
It will doubtless take again another dignation as Prejudice rears Its
Guest Columnist
five hundred years for him to catch ugly head In their Incandescent
If this brief epistle Is less than
up. But Whltey didn't know, so he midst. We are all anxiously waitencouraging to the white people of
cannot be blamed....Black America ing for them to lay down their
America, In whose regard I have
Is weary of playing the Jesus role: crosses long enough to pick up
the pieces of this monstrous puztaken pen In hand, then perhaps I
forgive them, Father, etc.
will have begun to make my point.
In Washington, the administratFor I am not given to rendering
ion Is donning a very becoming order.
plastic promises of a happllyLittle Orphan Annie look of surBut perhaps they are too busy
ever-after which Is neither duly
prise and bewilderment, as a hun- un-relatlng to the crimes of their
convelvable nor contlved.
dred thousand poor people (aus- forebears. And perhaps the next
It seems uncanny that my freepiciously dark-skinned, for the line of blank verse will help to
dom-loving white brethren have
most part) are seen rolling stones ease the situation....
suddenly embarked upon the fanBut let us view this In blackacross the well-kept White House
tasmagorlcal discovery of a caste
and white. Every Christian knows
lawn.
system within the ranks of our all
that the New Detroit Committee,
Quickly, the President's Advisthe President's Anti-Poverty, the
Council on Racial Equality, and
several hundred other currently
existing top-priority projects quite
simply should never have happened.
Neither should prejudice have
Serving; a growing univernity since 1920
happened; but, It did, and It does.
However, we've had to deal with
Christians before, and are well
thomas d. hine
editor
aware that they must occasslonjudith a. eicher
managing editor
ally be goaded Into a tiny morsel
of humanity. (Witness the 8 to
brace m. larrick
editorial editor
S "soul brothers" who just canWilliam n. moes
issue editornot seem to keep up the Image
timothy a. culek
pAoto editor
beyond the edge of the work-day
gary I. davis
sports editor
boundary...) So, we needn't balk
whenever the President commislinda m. herbkersman .... feature editor
sions another band of too-late
ronald boose
business manager
Doctors of State to "look Into the
edson r. arneault .... advertising manager
situation."
William donahue
circulation manager
The real gas comes when poor
defensive Whltey storms silently
Into the ghetto (In his finely tailThe B-O Newi >■ published Tuesday* thru Fridays during the regored linen suit) declaring, "Come
ular school year, and once a week during Bummer sessions, under
one and all, I've come to hek)
authority of the Publications Committee of Bowling Oreen Stat*
University.
,
you!"
Opinlona expressed In editorial cartoons or other columns in the
No wonder that a seventeenNews do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the University Adyear-old black girl smiles vinministration, faculty or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions expressed
dictively and whispers, "We don't
by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the B-O
News.
Editorials in the Newa reflect the opinions of the majority
need your pity or your pittance."
of
membsrs of the B-O News Editorial Board.
Look around, Mr. Yesterday,
and see who really needs help.
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The Bowling Green phenomenon

From Jan - in Detroit
(Editor's not*: Jan McRsynolds
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ltles!"
Hold on there! Bowling Green?
Certainly not Bowling Green, Ohio.
It takes no genius to realise that
Bowling Green Is not all that we
are led as freshmen to believe:
the administration is as enlightened as Mayor Daley, the free
flow of Ideas Is only an Idealist's
dream, and the top-name entertainment never quite seems to materialize. Let us look more closely
at the phenomenon.
Beginning in the middle, let us
examine the top-name entertainment. It has been alleged that even
when top - name entertainment
comes to Bowling Green, students
do not attend. In light of this It
becomes difficult to explain such
performances at Peter, Paul, and
Mary and the Lettermen last spring.
Perhaps the problem lies In the
definition of top-name entertainment
Harry Belafante Is certainly topname, but If the sponsors had considered the audience, they would
have realized that Bowling Green
Is not ready for such entertainment In a less sheltered environment where people are aware of
Harry's talent he can easily draw
a capacity audience; In Bowling
Green he goes unappreciated.
Martha Reeves and the Vandellas
may well be excellent, but do not
Instantly come to mind when Motown is mentioned. In this case
it would seem to be a case of
the right audience, but the wrong
group. If the sponsors were to
try again with Diana Ross and
the Supremes, the audience would
be considerably larger.
In the area of cultural and educational opportunities, let me first
say that this area Is the most
widely discussed and debated area
of university life.
Let me simply say Bowling Green
offers no real challenge to the student Most students are content
with merely getting the grade, and
most professors are content with
computer-testing and giving out
normal - curve grades, thus minimizing student - professor contact.
Minimal student contact also
seems to be the aim of much of the
administration. Dr. James Bond
seems to be everywhere which
looks good, and In very few places
which do any good. Most of the Administration Building has never
been seen by students, nor Is It
designed to be. What really goes
on In the 'Power Tower' only the
mythical 'Power' knows for certain.
Student government, the basis
of student power is relations with
the administration, has passed exactly two bills concerning minimal
reforms which the administration
has allowed in the time which I
have spent at Bowling Green. One
to enable upperclassmen to avoid
signing a yearly housing contract,
the more recent to allow a 24hour Rathskeller.
The Rathskeller opening has no

effect upon the administration, and
Is not of particular Interest. The
no yearly contract battle was won
only when students threatened a
boycott of university housing, thus
threatening the university with a
great loss of revenue. The administration naturally chose the slight
los s of Income from the elimination of the mandatory housing contract
Finally, consider the facilities,
on and off campus, for recreation and social gathering. Let's face
it, social gathering In college
means drinking beer, that Is a fact
of life. The bars downtown have
students in a 'take It or leave
It' situation, but what about on
campus?
We have the Rathskeller, which
is nice, but hardly adequate. The
Union provides facilities for billiards and bowling as well as the
Nest, which are supplemented by
the Mid-Am room and Kr else her
Pool Hall. There is one obvious
factor missing: a place to go to
drink beer; one with good atmosphere, un-watered brew, and reasonable rates (try to find that combination downtown).
Several locations have been proposed and I won't discuss that here.
However, I will say that, for example, In the Ohio Union at Ohio
State there Is The Tavern, a bar
with grille, excellent beer on tap,
and free entertainment on weekends. I should also add that there
Is no problem with noise, vandal Ism, or long lines at the Tavern.
So where does all of this lead?
To a University with obvious need
for Improvement. Let's get up off
our collective apathy and either
do what we can to Improve Bowling
Green, or leave. I say this because, as pointed out above, one
thing that the administration understands Is money, and a sufficient
number of transfers out would certainly convince the administration
that they would lose money if Improvements were not made, and Improvements would be made for those
who came after.
However, mass-transfer Is as
Impractical as It sounds, and must
not be depended upon to produce
results. The key to the problem
remains the student body, however.
Student Power Is more than Student Council meeting or a sit-in
at the Union; It Is people demanding
better services on all fronts. We
must demand to know why mere
Is no beer on campus after two
years of trying, and why there arc
so few truly top-name entertainers
performing here regularly.
If students let their wants be
known loudly and long enough,
something shall be dome. We have
demonstrated that we can fill Memorial Hall for top-name people, and
I am sure we are mature enough
to handle 3.2% beer as well as
OSU.
Perhaps even the 'Power Tower'
will yield If enough students push
hard enough. We can at least make
an effort, and If In the end we fall,
OSU will still be there.
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Biafran aid may stop
GENEVA - The International Red Cross Committee said yesterday
It may have to halt its aid to Nigeria if Red Cross supplies to Biafra
cannot be resumed.
Roger Gallopin, executive director of the committee, said a "rational solution" had to be found for resuming the Biafra airlift which
supplies some 850,000 people, most of them women and children,
with food and medicine.

Catholics must obey Pope
VATICAN CITY - The Vatican newspaper L'Osservatore Romano
said yesterday it is "not only a paradox but a tragic aberration"
for Roman Catholics to practice birth control because their conscience says so rather than obey the ban of Pope Paul VI.
The article responded to recommendations from Church conferences in Germany, Canada, France and elsewhere that couples disturbed by the pontiff's encylical Humanae Vitae - Of Human Life may ultimately rely on the dictates of their consciences.
L'Osservatore acknowledged that in practice the birth control
ruling was difficult. It said that in case of ignorance, lack of freedom
or other extenuating circumstances, those who might violate the
ruling would not be considered guilty, "although objectively the act
remains sinful."
The article also rejected birth control programs as a means to
help crowded, underdeveloped nations.

Jury selection starts
LOS ANGELES - The long-delayed process of Jury selection began
yesterday at the trial of Sirhan Bishara Sirhan after the court denied
a defense motion to set aside the list of trial jurers.
The Judge said he found that no persons of any ethnic, sociological
or economic group had been systematically excluded from the list.
The defense contended that the system yielded Juries not representative of the entire community.

Vietnam peace possible
PARIS - Ambassador W. Averell Harrlman, preparing to surrender
his assignment as chief U. S. spokesman at the Paris talks, yesterday urged the American people to keep in mind that U. S. objectives
in Vietnam are limited and that these objectives can be achieved
short of total military victory.
In a farewell address to the Anglo-American Press Club Harrlman
said that after eight months as chief negotiator for President Johnson, he is convinced that a way out of the war In Vietnam can be
found.
It may be hard to come by and it may take great patience, the
77-year-old delegation chief said, "but I believe that in these negotiations a solution will be found."
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BUSINESS LISTINGS:

Jan. 20. The Atlantic Co.; The
Magnavox Co,; Royal Globe Insurance Co.; General Telephone of
Ohio.
Jan. 21. United Air Lines;
Stouffer Foods Corp.; Seldman &
Seldman; Industrial National Bank
of Rhode Island (evening also);
Rowley Publications; General Telephone & Electronics; M t. Sinai Hospital of Cleveland; Sandusky Register; The Lubrizol Corp.
Jan. 22. Industrial National Bank
of Rhode Island; United Air Lines;
Penn Central; Old Kent Bank &
Trust Co.; YWCA; North Electric
Co.; Procter it Gamble Co.; Lehlgh Portland Cement Co.
Jan. 23. Bank of the Commonwealth; Michigan Consolidated Gas
Co.; International Business Machines Corp.; Pittsburgh National
Bank; Dayton Tire & Rubber Co;
Sylvanla Electric Products,
Inc.
Jan 24. International Business
Machines Corp.; Ohio Youth Commission; The Youngstown Sheet &
Tube Co.
SCHOOL LISTINGS:
Jan. 20. Shaker Heights City
Schools; Board of Education,
Prince George's County, Maryland; Loraln City Schools, Gallon
City Schools,; Berea City School
District,; Seattle P
ubllc Schools, Wash.;

Jan. 21. Summit County School,;
Turlock School Districts, Cal.;
Miami County Schools,; North
Fork Local Schools,; Heath City
Board of Education, (evening only); Sheffield-Sheffield Lake Schools (evening also); Granville Schools, (evening only); Berkeley Unified School District, Cal. (evening
also); Kenmore Public Schools,
N. Y.: Dade County School Board,
Fla. (evening also); Bryan City
School.
Jan. 22. Heath City Board of
Education; Granville
Schools;
Dade County School Board, Fla.;
School District of the City of
Pontiac, Mich, (evening only);
Forest Hills Public Schools, Mich.
Rockford Public Schools, Mich.;
Akron Public Schools, (evening
also); Crestvlew Local Schools,
(evening only); Clearfork Local
Schools, (evening also); Plymouth
Local Schools, (evening only); Sylvanla City Schools, (evening also).
Jan. 23. School District of the
City of Pontiac, Mich.; Crestview Local Schools,; Clearfork
Local Schools; Plymouth Local
Schools- cuvahoea County School
District; Kern Joint High School
District, Cal.; Mt. Healthy School
District (evening also); Chlppewa
Local Board of Education; Ohio
County Schools, W. Va. (evening
only).
Jan. 24. Ohio County Schools,
W. Va.; Coventry Local Schools;
Four County Joint Vocational
School, (evening also).

Congress to

Do You Hove Questions
Or Need Information On:

keep surtax

Stedent Or Occupational Deferments?

WASHINGTON (AP) - With apparent private assurances of support from President-elect Nixon,
President Johnson will recommend
continuation of the 10 per cent
Income surtax in order to leave
his Republican successor a balanced budget.
The nation's tax payers wiU get
the official word formally in Johnson's 45-minute farewell State of
the Union message to be nationally
televised tonight
Congress had decreed that the
tax, currently yielding about $13
billion a year would end next June
30.
In delicate political maneuvering
over the past two weeks, Johnson has been trying to get a
public commitment from Nixon.
But Nixon, who called during the
presidential campaign for an end
to the tax, has made no such
pledge.
Both Johnson and Nixon want to
get rid of the tax. But Johnson
seems to have convinced the
President-elect that continuing it
is the only practical means of
balancing the budget.
Nixon will have difficulty In
altering the basic assumptions on
spending and revenue made by the
departing administration for the
fiscal year beginning Juqy 1.
The budget, to be submitted to
Congress tomorrow, is expected to
call for about $195 billion expenditures for the next fiscal year.
This presumably takes into account estimated expenditures on
the Vietnam war, currently close
to $28 billion annually.
House Speaker John McCormack, urging Nixon to back up Johnson on the surtax, said added
revenues are needed because of
"international uncertainties, domestic Inflation, and to carry out
essential domestic programs."

Way cleared for

Military Service?
Alternatives To Military Service?
Other Matters Regarding Selective
Service Laws?
Caff, Visit Or Write:
BGSU Selective Service Counseling Commission
Student Activities Office
Student Services Building

Action Line - 3944 Monday through Fridoy-3 to 5 P.M.

The

Counseling

NEW ORLEANS - (AP) - Judge
Edward A. Haggerty cleared the
way today for the trial of Clay
L. Shaw by rejecting defense motions to halt the trial or move it
out of New Orleans. A1|er deny.
lng the motions In a brief court
session yesterday morning, Judge
Haggerty formally set Jan. 21 for
Shaw to go on trial on charges of
conspiring to assassinate President John F. Kennedy. An attorney for Shaw said there would be
no further efforts to delay the
trial.

is

sponsored

by Student):

Implosion 1969
U.C.F.Film Series
Virgin Spring
Jan. 15 & 16 50c
Pawnbroker
Feb. 5 & 7
75c
The Visit
Feb. 26 & 27 50c
Sovo 2555

Cloy Show trial

Commission

look of 3 tickets oily $1.30

AVAILABLE
At Union Jan. 13 & 14
/Won. & Tues. 11:00-6.00
At U. Halt Jan 14,15 & 16
Tues.-Thurs. 9:00-3:00
or At Door
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student council notes
Questions, problems, comments - call ACTKN LINE from 3-5 p.m.
at 3944.
There will be a National Conference on the legal rights and problems
of students on Feb. 21 to 23 In St. Louis. Mo.
The Seventh Annual Intercollegiate Conference on Urban Affairs will
be held at Long Island University, In Brooklyn N.Y. Feb. 27 to March 2.
There will be a conference on the Free University held by the University for Man, part of Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kan. on
March 7, 8, and 9.
Anyone Interested In any of the above should contact the Student
Activities Office, ext. 3944.
Students are needed to help tabulate and post the Student Opinion
Survey this week. Call Action Line at 3944 if you are willing to work.
There are student speakers available on the following topics: The
current French Revolutionary Incident; Latin America, Brazil; Foreign
Policy, State Dept; Co-op house for this spring; students in Europe;
and students on academic departments. They are for dorm and class
engagements. All of these students have participated in the above fields.
Student Council will meet Thrusday at 7 p.m. In 112 Life Science
Bldg. This is open to all students (graduate and undergraduate) who
wish to attend.
—Nick Llcate

Student killed in car-semi crash
The way home ended in tragedy
for a Bowling Green sophomore
last Friday afternoon.
James J. Barclay, 20, a student majoring in education and
living at the Theta Chi house,
was killed in a fiery car-semi
crash as be was driving home to
Springfield to meet his wife.
He had Just finished furnishing
an apartment, and was going to
bring his wife back to Bowling
Green to live.
The crash occurred on U.S.
Route 68, a mile and a half north
of Arlington.
Hancock County Coroner Dr.
Byron Voorhees stated that the
death was caused by a depressed
skull fracture on the right side.
He will give a verdict when the
Find lay State Highway Patrolmen

complete the investigation.
Leslie Russell, 74, also of
Springfield, the driver of the semirig, was released at Blanchard
Valley Hospital, Findlay, after being treated for a broken nose.
The patrol stated that Russell
was driving north on the Route 68
about 1:20 p.m. The empty semioutfit apparently struck an ley
area, began to skid and then Jackknifed, according to patrol reports.!
The car Barclay was driving
struck under the cab of the truck.
Both vehicles continued into the
west ditch where the truck's gas
tank ruptured, igniting both the
car and the semi.
Members of the Arlington Fire
Department were called to the
scene to extinguish the blaze, which
destroyed the car, the cab of the

rig, and damaged the rig's trailer.
Identification of the body was
established through a class ring,
a wedding ring and a watch.
Barclay is survived by his wife
of two months, Linda, who had also
been his high school sweetheart.
His parents, Oliver and Thelma
Barclay,
reside at Route 6,
Springfield.
The funeral was held yesterday
afternoon at the Wood-Allgler Funeral Home, Springfield.

THOUGHT
Theory without practice
is sterile. Practice without
theory is absurd.

$43,500grant given Crime Center
By FRED ZACKEL
Staff Writer
A $43,500 Law Enforcement Assistance Administration grant that
will aid students preparing for law
enforcement or correctional careers has been awarded to the
University's Center for Crime Control, Criminology, and Correction.
The grant, part of a $6.5 million
program available to 500 colleges
and universities in America, results from the Omnibus Crime Con-

PUT YOUR FUTURE
in the
OHIO YOUTH COMMISSION
Interviews
Friday, January 24
Student Service Building

trol and Safe Streets Act of 1968.
The Office of Academic Assistance
In the Department of Justice is
administering the program.
Dr. Alfred C. Schnur, director of
the Center and professor of sociology said the money has been
earmarked for University students
in the form of individual grants or
loans.
The money may be used for either
undergraduate or graduate work,
but the individual must be enrolled
and working towards a degree in
sociology. Full - and part-time
students will be accepted.
Full-time employees of a public funded law enforcement or correction agency are entitled to receive up to $2,000 a year, while
those who currently are unemployed
in the field, but who desire a law
enforcement career after graduation or post-graduate work, are
permitted to receive up to $1,800
a year.
To qualify, Individuals must be
In sociology and be taking the required sequence of courses prep-

Are You Looking For A Spacious
Lot To Build A Homo?
I Hove For Safe Two And One
Half Acre Or Fivo Acre Lot
Close To B.G.S.U.
Ray I. Vangnan
P.O. Box 617 Walbridge 0. 269-34-0510

Grand Opening

aratory for the degree. On the
undergraduate level, these courses
Include criminology, corrections,
and juvenile delinquency. On the
graduate level, the required sequence Includes organized crime,
probation and parole, and criminal
law. The University is considering
expansion of the program In the
near future.
The grant can be applied up to
and including the Ph. O. In sociology. Bowling Green's sociology
department plans to offer the Ph.D.
by 1970.
Repayment of the grant to Individuals may be made in one of two
ways. For each year that the recipient works in either law enforcement or correction agencies, 25%
of the accumulated principle will
be cancelled. If the recipient does
not enter the areas of law enforcement or correction, then the grant
is considered a federal loan and
must be repaid over ten years
at the rate of 3%.
Dr. Schnur added that the tenta-

Sunbeam Tiger V-8, 3281 or 3525343. (odd hours).
•65 Corvalr, Monza 4spd., new
engine, paint. 352-5079.
1961 Falcon 2D. radio, heater, new
battery, good go to school car.
Make offer 353-7551.
'60 4-D Bulck LeSabre, best offer
Call 352-5678.
1965 moble home 58x10. Furnished
with utilities shed. Located at
Lot #2 Gysy Lane Trallor Court.
352-5923.
FOR RENT

THE HUTCH
Pets & Supplies
10% On All Supplies
354-9601 1-9 Daily 1-6 Sunday
521 S. Prospect BG, 0.

4th man needed for 2nd and/or
3rd quarter at'Greenview. Call
352-5556.

OF GASOLINE
PROMOTIONAL GAMES

Dogwood Room Of The Union
Htar A Representative
From Sobio Disciss Gas Station
Games. Door Priios Will la Given
After Registration Off Now Members.

calendar
FALCONETTES
All past Falconettes are urged
to attend a meeting tonight at
9:30 in the Ice Arena.
KARATE CLUB
Will hold a meeting tonight at
7 in the Auditorium of the Newman Center. Everyone is welcome.

COUNSELING CENTER
A growth meeting will be held
this afternoon from 1 to 5 on the
third floor of the Student Services Building in the Growth Room.

Two Roommate 2nd and 3rd quarters at Greenview Apt. Phone 3549151.
Girl wanted to live in Newlove
Apt. 3 block from campus. Call

classifieds
882-2107 Collect after 3.
Male roommate urgently needed
modern apt., cheaper than dorm
2 blocks from campus. Free parking. 354-0454.
Roommate needed for Apt. See
me, Apt. L 455 S. Enterprise.
Female roommate wanted: Wlnthrop Terrace. 352-6365.
Female roommate needed for 2nd
quarter. 129 S. College. Phone
354-3473t
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT lnYellowstone and all U.S. National
Parks. Booklet tells where and
how to apply. Send $1.00 to Arnold Agency, 206 E. Main Rexburg,
Idaho, 83440. Money back guarantee.
Phi Mu Sorority Is looking for
talented students to perform in
our Marathon For The Hospital
Snipe "HOPE" on Saturday Night,
January 25. If interested, please

UAO Men's
Wednesday Night
Bowling League

Marketing Club Meeting Wed
Jan. IS At 7:30 fn The White

campus

FOR SALE

Female wanted to share Apt. Close
to campus. Call Carol 354-5474.

LEGALITY OR
ILLEGALITY

tlve guidelines from the Department of Justice indicate that as
much as 80 % of the funds are
earmarked for those currently engaged in law enforcement or correction work, and that the remainder will be applied to Individuals
as yet unemployed.
The Center for Crime Control,
Criminology,
and Correction, a
newly organized interdisciplinary
team which, in Dr. Schnur'swords,
"pools existing University and
community resources and secures
additional support to satisfy the
needs of these Important areas In
a manner which Is currently not
and cannot be satisfied by conventional organizations."
He stated that "education, research and consultation are the
three essential functions of the Center."
Tentative starting date for the
program Is February 1, 1969, and
anyone Interested should contact
Dr. Schnur or Pat Brown, secretary of the department of sociology
before this date for more details.

Lenin

Beginning Jan. 22
For Information
Call 2231
Or Sign Up
In UAO Office

call the Phi Mu House, ext. 24
75. or 3421.
Folk Guitar Lessons. Students with
basic guitar background, wanting
to learn folk music; contact Ted
352-7262 after 12 noon.
Congrats Hugh muchly on your
engagement to D.B. Love your
"Daughter".
RATHSKELLER OPEN 24HOURS
A DAY UNTILE SAT., JAN 25.
Marketing club meeting Wed., Jan
15 at 7:30 In the White Dogwoom
in the Union. Speaker from Sohio
Will discuss Gasoline Promotion
Games. New members welcome.
DeEtte-Glad I took that step in
the right direction. You're the
GREATEST. "Little". Phi MuDeb
Let it be known that Alpha Gam's
Mary, Janice, Betty, Linda, Diane
Marty, and Jan are going steady
with guys from other campuses
and thus cannot date here at BG
Those who know.
Announcing the Engagement of
Steve, 430 Conklin to Mary, 308
Batshelder.
Congrats to Dar and Butch for
the plnning.Gritchy Little sister.
Congrats : Chris and Fred. The
DGD's
SATURDAY AT 8 p.m. at the
BG ARMORY, hear the PRIMARY
COLORS1 ALL THE BEER YOU
CAN DRINK—Couples $3.50; Guys
$2.75; Girls $1.25. Get tickets from
any Phi Psl.
Congrat's and Best wishes on your
engagement Pam and Wayne Little
Nina.
Mary, I love you. S.S.
SCM port typewriter-brand new.
Call 352-7673 after 5 p.m.
1 person rent room. Furnished,
utl. paid close to campus. Call
2493 Slg Ep., Tom Ramage.
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IBM invites you to join an infant industry.

Big as it is, the information processing
industry is just beginning to grow.
Recently, Fortune estimated that the value
of general purpose computers installed in
this country will more than double by 1972.
Other publications have other predictions,
and probably no source is totally precise. But
most agree that information processing is
one of America's fastest growing major
industries.
Every day, it seems, computers go to work
in a new field or new application. IBM computers are working in such diverse fields as
business, law, medicine, oceanography,
traffic control, air pollution. Just about any
area you can name.
To somebody just starting out, this growth
means exceptionally good chances for
advancement. Last year, for example, we
appointed over 4,000 managers—on
performance, not seniority. Here are four
ways you could grow with IBM:

Engineering and Science
"The interdisciplinary
environment keeps
you technologically
hot."

"Working in data processing today pretty much means
you work in a broad spectrum
of technologies," says Nick
Donofrio.

i
i

ment, Manufacturing, Product Test, Space
and Defense Projects, and Field Engineering.
You'll need at least a B.S. in any technical field.

Marketing
"Working with
company presidents
is part of the job.

"I'm pretty much the
IBM Corporation in
the eyes of my
customers," says
Andy Moran. "I
consider that fairly good for an engineer
who graduated only two years ago."
Andy earned his B.S.E.E. in 1966. Today,
he's a Marketing Representative with IBM,
involved in the planning, selling and installation of data processing systems.
Andy's customers include companies with
annual sales ranging from 20 million
to 120 million dollars. He often works
with executive vice-presidents and presidents. Andy says, "At first I was a little
nervous about the idea of advising executives at that level. But by the time I finished
training, I knew I was equipped to do the job.
Career areas in marketing at IBM include:
Data Processing Marketing and Systems
Engineering, Office Products Sales, and
Information Records Sales. Degree requirement: B.S. or B.A. in any field.

An Associate Engineer at IBM, Nick is a
1967 graduate in Electrical Engineering.
He's using his technical background to design circuits for computer memory systems.

Finance
"You're in an ideal
spot to move
ahead fast."

Nick says, "Your specialty at IBM can take
you into the front yard of half a dozen different fields. In my job, for example, I work
with systems design engineers, chemists,
physicists, metallurgists, and programmers.
The diversity helps me keep up to date on
the latest technologies."

"I've always figured my
chances for advancement would be better
in a growth industry.
That's why I picked
IBM," says Joe Takacs.

Career areas in engineering and science
at IBM include: Research, Design & Develop-

Joe's been working
in general accounting

Other reasons to consider IBM

Refund Program could help you get your
Master's or Ph.D.

since he got his B.B.A. in June, 1968. Growth
wasn't the only reason he chose IBM. He
says, "I learned that it's general practice at
IBM to promote from within and to promote
on merit alone. I like that.
"Another growth factor is the job itself,"
Joe says. "During my first few years, I'll get
experience in nearly every area of general
accounting —Income & Expense, Balance
Sheet, and so on. I'll be learning how the
company is structured and how it operates
on a broad scale. That's exactly the kind of
knowledge I'll need to help me qualify for
a manager's job."
Career areas in finance at IBM include:
Financial Planning and Control, Financial
Analysis, Accounting, Information Systems,
and Internal Auditing. You'll need at least a
Bachelor's degree.

Programming
"It's a mixture
of science
and art.
"A computer
is practically useless until somebody writes a
program for it,"
says Earl Wilson.
Earl got a B.A. in Modern f
Languages in June, 1967.
He's now an IBM programmer working on a
teleprocessing system that will link the
computerized management information
systems of several IBM divisions.
Earl defines a "program" as a set of
instructions that enables a computer to do a
specific job. "Programming involves
science," says Earl, "because you have to
analyze problems logically and objectively.
But once you've made your analysis, you
have an infinite variety of ways to use a
computer's basic abilities. There's all the
room in the world for individual expression."
Career areas in programming at IBM include:
Systems Programming, Applications Programming, Programming Research, and
Internal Programming for IBM's own use.
You'll need at least a B.S. or B.A.

i
1. Small Team Concept. No matter how large
a project may be, we break it down into
units small enough to be handled by one
person or a few people. Result: quick recognition for achievement.

3. 300 Locations. We have almost 50 plant,
laboratory, or headquarters locations and
over 250 branch offices in key cities
throughout the United States.

2. Educational Support. IBM employees
spend over thirteen million hours a year in
company-sponsored educational and training
programs. And plans like our Tuition

4. Openings at All Degree Levels. We have
many appropriate starting jobs for people at
any degree level: Bachelor's, Master's
or Ph.D.

Sign up at your placement office for an interview with IBM. Or send
a letter or resume to
Irv Pfeiffer, IBM,
Dept.C, 100 South
Wacker Drive, Chicago.
Illinois 60606.

ON
CAMPUS
JAN.
23,24

An Equal Opportunity Employer

IBM
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Visit your placement office
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Blast Air Force 5-2, II-?

leers stretch home streakto 21
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
Riding the momentum from their
first place finish In the Cleveland Cup tournament, the Bowling
Green hockey club bombed the
Air Force Academy 5-2 Friday,
and 11—1 Saturday night for their
20th and 21st consecutive victories
at the BG Ice Arena.
Starting at the Cleveland tourna-

Rugby club to Meet
:•:•
■j:
•x
*•
*:
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There will be an open Rugby meeting Thursday night in
room of 202, Memorial Hall
at seven. All interested people
are urged to attend. Winter
activities, jackets, uniforms,
spring schedule will be discussed.
....

T.acb In Buffalo
"Teach in suburban Buffalo - next to the State University of New York at Buffalo. Mr. Arne C. Mortensen,
Assistant Superintendent,
Kenmore-Town of Tonawanda Public Schools, will interview on campus Tuesday,
January 21 between the
hours of 9 and Noon. "
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ment, the Falcon leers (11-2) have
won five in a row while outscoring the opposition 38-11. Eleven
different players scored at least
one goal for the winners In the
weekend series and Rick Allen
slammed five past the hapless Air
Force goalie, Wlllard Heppner.
Heppner should
have been
awarded another ribbon on his AF
"blues" for just skating off the
ice by his own power after being
credited with 125 saves In the two
defeats, and for having the guts
to take on the 6-4, 215 pound Allen in a last minute fight Friday
evening.
The late fisticuffs near the visitors' goal, which resulted In the
ejection of five players, spurred a
standing-room-only crowd of some
3500 to appear the following night,
and BG responded with one of the

most explosive offensive attacks
ever witnessed by most of the
spectators.
Mike Root, who led the squad in
points before the game, opened
Saturday's scoring at the 1:52
mark of the first period with his
11th goal on assists from Paul
Turpin and Jack Hoogeveen. Four
minutes later, Root returned the
favor as Turpin took his pass and
slapped the puck Into the net for a
quick 2-0 lead.
Midway through the first stanza,
in a three minutes and 45 seconds
span, Allen showed why he led the
squad In scoring last year by
pulling off a hat trick (3 goals)
flanked around a Rick Wlnchell

goal.
The aggressive Allen added his
fourth goal and third straight score
three minutes into the second period, and Dave Banghart's first
goal of the season followed, less
than a minute later, making the
score 8-0.
Three defensemen, Owen Freeman, Tom Hendrlx, and Bill Koniewich, Joined the scoring parade
in the final period before Bob Ross
ruined the bid for a shutout with
a slap shot past backup goalie
Jon Booth. Nothing went right
for the visitors as Ross, holding
his arms high in triumph and skating on one leg, fell backwards,
Inciting laughter from air

Steve
Loves
W Mary

ACareer Opportunity
It May Be For You!
We are seeking superior people who will develop into superior teachers. We can offer you a $7,000 beginning annual
salary (bochelor's degree) -you won't find better in Ohio.

We also offer challenge and opportunity which you will not
find in most school systems. If this prospect matches your
ambition and you would like to hear more, sign up for an interview with the Career Planning Placement Service Office.
We will be on the Bowling Green campus on the following
dates:
January 15; February 13; March 10; April 3

HIGH STEPPING-Folcon leer* may be flying high following their
easy rout of the Air Force Falcons 11-1. The Birds have won
21 straight at home.

tWfytioes „
aperfectsize/
lookperfect
ever/months

Or you eon write Robert Shelton, director of Teacher Personnel
Manhattan Blvd. and Elm St., Toledo, Ohio 43608 phone
1-419-729-5111

Toledo Public Schools

Career Challenges
are available with
MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED
GAS COMPANY
an affiliate of the
American Natural Gas System
Student completing degree requirements in ACCOUNTING,
BUSINESS STATISTICS, GENERAL BUSINESS, INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT & PRODUCTION, CHEMISTRY, MATHEMATICS AND HOME ECONOMICS are invited to explore
employment and career opportunities with our Company on:

January 23, 1969
For more information, visit your Placement OHice or write:

College Recruiting
MICH CONSOL GAS COMPANY
One Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48226
An Equal Opportunity Employer

It has nothing to do with
calories. It's a special
female weight gain...
caused by temporary
water-weight build-up.
Oh, you know... that
uncomfortable full
feeling that sneaks up
on you the week before
your menstrual period.
This fluid retention not
only plays havoc with
your looks but how
you feel as well.
(It puts pressure on
delicate nerves and
tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
cramps and headaches,
leaves emotions on edge.)
That's why so
many women take PAMPRIN®.
It gently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect
size 7 never looks less than perfect.
Nor feels less than perfect, either.

eryone In attendance.
Booth replaced Paul Galaskl
whose calf was stepped on by a
teammate in a first period pileup at the BG goal. Galaskl blocked 16 shots and, with the aid of
the defensemen, held Air Force
scoreless for 48 minutes Friday,
and combined with Booth for 19
more saves the second night.
in each game, the losers
attempted just 38 shots compared
to 99 and 114 respectively for the
home club, and Falcon coach Jack
Vivian was not happy with the
Insufficient test given to his
goaltenders. "It Is going to hurt
us because they have got to have
those shots and hard work, especially for those tougher teams
coming up on our schedule."
In a rough series opener which
enabled six icers to take early
showers, BG dominated the action
during the first two periods taking a 4-0 lead on goals by Ted
Sator, Dennis Murphy, Allen, and
Glen Shirton In that order.
Early In the contest, Tom Hendrlx was helped off the ice after
a fall at the Falcon goal, and
had x-rays taken of his back and
rib cage, but returned to action
Saturday and contributed a goal
despite being a defenseman.
Air Force rallied to a 4-2 deficit behind goals by Steve Hall and
Bob Stewart, but Freeman redeemed himself of two straight trips
to the penalty box by closing the
scoring with his first goal of the
year.
Despite the comparatively easy
win, Vivian was not pleased with
the performance, and explained
the simple reason for the bigger
rout Saturday, "They wanted to do
a little better tonight."
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Falcon quintet stuns Bobcats
75-74 with desperation shot

WE CAN-Coach Bob Conibaar appears to ba tailing hit chargers
late in the Falcon clash with tha Bobcats. Ha seemingly convinced
tham,
OS BG emerged 75-74 upset winners.

Grapplers blasf OU
22-12 in MAC upset
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
"It was one of the best victories we've (BG) ever had as a
team as long as I've been the
coach." A surprising 22-12 wrestling win over previously undefeated
Ohio University at Athens Saturday
night prompted that statement from
winning coach Bruce Bellard who
has been a winning coach 104 times
in his 15 year tenure at Bowling
Green.
A few hours earlier, In the same
Convocation Center, Bellard had
watched another favored O.U. athletic team lose to BG In the closing
seconds,
The Falcon grapplers must have
had "upset" on their minds too,
as they rolled to an almost unsurmountable 14-0 lead sparked by
Mike Clark's exciting 6-5 triumph
over the defending 145 pound MAC
champion. The clincher was added
by Bill Nucklos who pinned John
Sullivan In the 167 pound class
putting the visitors ahead 19-6 with
three matches to go.
Nucklos' grid teammate, Joe
Green, followed with a 12-2 decision In a 177 pound match to
add the last three points to a tremendous weekend of wrestling,
which Included a 19-14 victory over

Zeeb, Williams
pace swimmers'
losing effort
The Falcon swimmers took It
on the chin 85-28 In their opening dual match with the Cincinnati Bearcats over the weekend.
Head coach Tom Stubbs reported
that the hosts were probably strong
enough to topple the Falcons even
If BG had been at full strength.
Bowling Green was far from full
strength for this opening dual encounter though, as they reached a
peak with flu, back strains, and
ineligibility.
"We have never
been hit so hard with so many
different things at one time," lamented Stubbs.
Bright spots for the Falcons In
the match were BUI Zeeb, and cocaptain Tom Williams.
Zeeb won two events. His 1:48.9
in the 200 yard free-style is anew
varsity record for the Falcons
snapping the old mark of 1:49.3
set by John Llndahl in 1967. Bill
went 5:04.6 In the 500 yard freestyle, not far off his MAC record
set at the championships last
spring (5:03.7). "These performances are great for this time of
the year," said Stubbs.
Williams won the 200 yard
break-stroke event In 2:25.6, another excellent time for early
season competition.
The Falcons will be prepping
for a tough Kenyon team this
Saturday.

Marshall Friday evening at Huntington, West Virginia.
Against the Thundering Herd,
both coaches agreed that the turning
point was Fred Clement's 4-1 win
over Ezera Slmpkins in the 160
pound divldlon, which was the first
varsity victory for the Bowling
Green Junior.
George Klrkwood
(130), and
Terry Dillon (152) had their unbeaten record marred by a 1-1
draw and a 2-1 loss respectively,
but Dave Wellmau (137) in his first
match of the season shut out Marshall's best man, Russ Hodges,
2-0. The other winners were Clark
In a forfeit, Green in an 11-0 rout,
and Art Cross In a 3-1 decision.
After that tight squeeze over
lightly regarded Marshall (1-4),
another MAC triumph the next night
was very unlikely since the Bobcats were 5-0 and had defeated
Ashland, a team that had handed
BG its only loss so far.
The underdogs took a 5-0 lead
when Jim Meyers won by default
after his 123 pound opponent was
disabled by an Injury while already
behind in points.
Klrkwood retained his undefeated
status, next, with a 9-4 win, and
Weilnau remarkably came through
again by handling Bill Saye his first
loss by a 12-8 score, setting the
stage for Clark's heroics. Bellard
called the bloody Clark-Pavlakek
battle "one of the best matches
I've ever seen", and the 6-5 score
bears that out.

By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
OHIO UNIVERSITY — They Just
forgot to read the script to Falcon sophomore Jim Connally. Sixseven centers Just don't make last
second game saving shots.
Connally did following a Falcon
ln-bounds play with eight seconds
remaining In the game. He was the
man open on a play designed to
bit one of the guards, but the
startled sophomore lofted a 27foot desperation shot that ripped
■the cords for a 75-74 victory.
"We have worked on such a
play, the only thing we didn't plan
was the place he took the shot
from," said Bob Conlbear. "Sure
It was luck, but you have to be a
little lucky. Three games have
been won by single points already
this season In the MAC."
Two seconds remained after the
bucket, garnered by a hastily called
Bobcat timeout. Nothing though, was
going to alter the most stunning reversal since the Cats 28-27 theft on
the Falcon gridiron. The loss was
the first in the conference for the
Bobcats and their sixth straight
to the Falcons.
Bowling Green grabbed a small
lead late In the initial half but
couldn't stand prosperity, slipping
behind early In the second. Only
some torrid shooting from the floor
aided the visiting Falcons in regaining even ground for the rollicking finale.
BG struck for 27 of 52 shots for
a sizzling 52 per cent, as compared
to a meager 37 per cent for the
Bobcats on 29 of 77.
For first year tutor Bob Conibear, this could be the key to
continued Success. But it's a prospect that can't exactly thrill him.
Bowling Green relied heavily on the
sharp shooting, failing seriously on
the boards.
"I didn't think we were getting
beat that bad, but I guess the statistics bear it out," said Conlbear.. They did as the Bobcats
powered to a 51-33 margin in
rebounding. "Physically they
pounded us on the boards," added
Conlbear, "that and we were a little passive."
It's evident the Bobcats were getting the Important shots as they
took 25 more attempts than BG.
Throughout the early going they
were compensating for their inaccuracy from outside with a highly
productive tip-in performance.
Conlbear did recognize one disadvantage to the OU domination
of the boards. "They pounded them
so hard, we went into the oneand-one with 14 minutes left In
the half," said the coach. The Falcons converted 14 of 19 charity
tosses in the initial half. This aided
to them to destroy a seven point
Bobcat spread.

S. M. 0. C.

MAC
STANDINGS
Miami
Bowling Green
Toledo
Ohio
Western
Kent
Marshall

W L Overall
6-5
3 0
5-6
1 0
8-3
2
1
6-6
1
1
3-8
1 1
0 2
4-5
4-8
0
3

cons enough to devour a three point
lead and tie the score at 73 with
1:47. An intentional foul sent Steve
Battle to the foul stripe where he
put the Cats on top with 55 seconds
remaining. BG decided to waste
away the clock till the 21 second
mark.
Conlbear must have aged 10 years
when the ensuing BG ln-bounds pass
went awry and another Falcons foul
was needed to halt the Bobcat
control of the ball.
But this
time Battle missed on theoneand-one and on came Conally.
"We were patient and didn't throw
but four or five bad shots at the
bucket," said Conlbear. "We knew
we could get any shot we wanted
If we worked long enough," commented the tutor on the fine floor
percentage of his charges.
"We also knew we'd not get to
our big man Connally, so we planned
to bring the attack to our guards
on the inside, which we did," he
added. Rudgers led the Falcons
with 19, while Connally with 14
and Walker with 13 were the other
Falcons in double figures.
BG did get tremendously balanced
scoring as McLemore added 11,
and Jim Penlx in his finest role
yet chipped In with eight as did
John Heft.

Kappa Phi Clothing Drive
for Toledo State Hospital
NOW - F'Hey Colltctioi Boxes in Dorms

UAO
Women's Bowling
Tournament
Jan. 14, 15, 16
In The Buckeye Room
7:00 To 10:00 Ml.
For Information Call 2231
Or Sign Up In UAO Office
3rd Floor Of The Union

JAN CLEARANCE
IN PROGRESS

^Srrall Machine on Campus)
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
VOLKSWAGEN NEEDS!

©

Bowling Green crept to within
one point on a pair of John Heft
foul tosses at 7:42 and Dick Rudders cut it to one again 30-29
a minute later. The Falcons then
ripped off six straight to erase
a 32-29 lead, and go on top for
the remainder of the half.
Balanced scoring led a poised
bunch of Falcons to the half-time
lead, but the aroused Bobcats knotted the score Just three minutes
into the second half and took a
lead 54-52 on Gerald McKee's
Jumper. Ohio rambled to various
leads, once to six points but it
was short lived.
The Falcons made another surge
to close the gap and send the score
fluctuating throughout the waning
moments.
A Bobcat press disrupted the Fal-

Sportswear %—1/3 OFF

LOU LoRICHi, INC.

»<s0 Plasa at Route 224 East
Flndlay, Ohio
TELEPHONE 422-6424
*E OFFER EVENING SALES* SERVICE - MONDA^ *
AND THURSDAY TIL 9 P.M.
(opp. Ft Flndlay Shopping Center)

EVERY TUESDAY
2-16 oz. Pepsi with
each
large Pizza

.•mutt

Suits, slacks,skirts,shifts, sweaters
.

All Winter Sleepwear
K-l/*_K OFF
Panty Hose $1.39-$2.79
fishnet St patterned

reg $3 & $4

AccessoriesGLOVES,
SCARFS,
JEWELRY

Vi OFF

3fc SUt @aff

525 Ridge

Open 9-5 p.m
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FLIP WILSON

The entertainer "does his thing" for an audience of 2,750 in the University Union Sunday night.

Photos by Larry Nighswander
and Gregg Daniels

By RICHARD BERGEMAN
Assistant Editorial Editor
"How do you follow a heart-attack?"
"You Just talk a lot," replied Flip Wilson.
He was talking about a strange incident that occured the night before
at the Jeweler's Convention In Chicago where the comedian was working.
Just before Wilson went on the orchestra leader collapsed on stage
from a heart-attack.
If there's any comic alive that can follow that, It's Flip Wilson.
If you don't believe it, Just ask him. You've heard of the ego performer ~ well, Wilson showed that he has his share of confidence
as he talked to reporters In his suite after Sunday night's performance.
Lounging In his "riot outfit", tan Jeans and Jacket with a black
turtle-neck, which he "got out of a window in Buffalo," the exciting
young performer spoke on his material.
"I know what's funny, I'm writing my sense of humor. That's what
people come to hear, my humor. If I think It's funny, then It's funny
and It'll work."
Wilson creates his own material and has accumulated Jokes all
throughout his 15-year career.
He started as soon as he got out of the Air Force, free-lancing
at first, hitch-hiking around the country and auditioning at the clubs
he liked.
"I didn't have an agent for seven years," he said.
He enjoys working In clubs more than In colleges because it gives
him more freedom in the type of material he can do.
Asked what kind of audience is most receptive to his style, he replied, "Everything's my shot."
This fall Wilson may have his own television series. He's already
done the pilot for NBC and he is confident of its success.
He said many comedians eventually go stale In their task of appealing
to an audience week after week. Nevertheless, he expects "to be In
the business another 25 or 30 years."
Appearing with Wilson before a full house 2,750 - strong audience
were the Pair Extraordinaire.
The duet provided their own comedy along with some soul-blues
numbers like "Sitting on the Dick of the Bay", and "Little Green Apples."

"I KNOW WHAT'S FUNNY"—When Wilson thinks it's funny,
others can't help laughing too.

FLIP WILSON

